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DEEP IN THE On arrival in Waco, we felt the need to obtain some light reading, suit -
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able for relaxation, to while away some time until the pressure of ne w
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duties should force vigorous intellectual pursuits .

So we went to the magazine rack of one of those miniature department stores ,
called a drug store, and on the advice of a teen-ager who does not yet share his par-
ents' distaste, secured a copy of the September issue of Reader's Digest . And then
to satisfy more noble yearnings, we obtained a copy of the August Atlantic .

It may be supposed that the majority of PNL readers have seen the former, and
that, unfortunately, only a minority have seen the latter . The former contains an
article, "Why We Must Repeal the Ban on Nuclear Testing" by Connecticut's Senato r
Thomas J . Dodd, while the latter contains "The Case for Ending Nuclear Tests" by Cor-
nell Physicist Hans A . Bethe .

THE DOM

	

rests7the assumption that "we can take it for granted that the Communist s
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will cheat" on the USA-USSR voluntary moratorium on nuclear tests and tha t
to think otherwise "rests on blind trust in the honesty of the Kremlin, "

something which we ought not to do because some nuclear tests are undetectable .

Mr . Dodd admits "methods of detection may be improved, but the technology 0 cheat-
ing may well outrace the technology of detection ." He cites what others have calle d
"the big hole" theory of Edward Teller, to wit, "that if a test device is exploded i n
the center of a larger, spherical chamber, the surrounding air muffles the impact an d
sharply reduces the tremor ." Since the tremor might be indistinguishable from that o f
an earthquake, inspection teams might have to engage in extensive, costly drilling i n
order to verify whether or not an underground seismic disturbance was due to an earth -
quake or a nuclear weapon . Such drilling might take as long as 1008 days to complete .

It logically follows from Mr . Dodd's basic assumption that the Russians wil l
cheat and are cheating, and his second main assumption that there are "virtually insu-
perable technological difficulties" to the development of an adequate inspection sys-
tem for low yield (under 20-kiloton magnitude) underground tests, that the Unite d
States is losing ground relative to the Soviet Union with respect to the developmen t
of nuclear weapons . Therefore he urges, unless the Soviets accept completely our
proposals on inspection, that "we commit ourselves to an all-out program of nuclear
weapons development and testing conceived on a scale that will not merely maintai n
our lead over the Soviets but will increase it from year to year . "

BETHE'S CASE makes interesting reading against the background of the article sum -
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marized above .
TESTS

In the first place, if Dodd is correct in pointing to the difficultie s
of checking on a suspicious seismic disturbance (a possible 1008 days of drilling) ,
Bethe points to the difficulties of finding or creating a big hole in which to muffl e
(or decouple, to use a technical word of nuclear physicists) 20 kiloton weapons . I t
would require "a spherical hole of about fifty million cubic feet, or nearly fiv e
hundred feet in diameter . . . Moreover, the hole has to be three thousand feet below
ground . . .

"It would obviously be very slow and very expensive to excavate such a hole by a
normal mining operation with pick and shovel and high explosives . However, in sal t
domes, large holes can be made by washing out the salt ; that is, by pumping water i n
and pumping brine out . Experts in the oil industry have estimated that to excavate a
hole big enough to muffle a twenty-kiloton explosion would take more than two year s
and would cost about ten million dollars . This is quite a lot of money, but the time
factor is probably more important . The actual washing operation has to be precede d

by an engineering study, and after completion of the hole, considerable time is re-
quired to set up and complete an atomic test . . ." (Emphasis supplied . )

Dr . Bethe reports his personal embarrassment at the Geneva conference on Nuclea r
Tests Suspension last November when he had to present the theory of the big hole t o
the Russians . "I felt deeply embarrassed in uso doing, because it implied that we con-
sidered the Russians capable of cheating on a massive scale . . .

"The Russians seemed stunned by the theory of the big hole . In private, they took
the Americans to task for having spent the last year inventing methods to cheat on a

nuclear test cessation agreement . . . . "

Bethe mentions recent testimony of Dr . Teller before the Congressional Join t

Atomic Energy Committee in which Dr . Teller urged continued American efforts to fin d

ways of reducing the seismic signals from underground nuclear tests on the ground s
that if we are to develop a detection system which can deal with them, we must know

all possible methods of concealment . "This may be so," comments Dr . Bethe, "but should
we really spend our time and effort in drawing up a blueprint for a violator of th e

treaty, and also do the engineering development for him?"



Dr . Bethe differs from Senator Dodd on the matter of keeping ahead of the Russian s
in Nuclear Weapons development . Surely we can make progress in such development if w e
resume tests, he admits, "However, we have already gone far enough so that very littl e
we can do in the future will be of great military significance . . . .if nuclear tests wer e
resumed legally, the Russians would probably make more rapid progress than we would . "

Dr . Bethe reminds us that in the fall of 1958, the United States put in an extra }
series of tests, Hardtack II, carried out in Nevada . This was to develop small weapon s
from twenty kilotons down to a fraction of a kiloton .

This gave the Soviets an excuse to carry on a series of tests in September an d
October which they devoted to "the largest weapons they have ever tested" and "they
probably obtained in that test series the warhead for their big intercontinental ballis-
tic missile .. . . "

Hardtack II was to our disadvantage . Had President Eisenhower made a bold declar-
ation of suspension, "I do not believe that the Russians would have conducted their tes t
series . . . They used our . . .series as a very welcome excuse to conduct their own . The
bold political decision to stop tests altogether would have been much more to our mili-
tary advantage, since such a decision would have made it difficult for the Russians t o
resume testing and to test their big warheads . Had the Russians tested nevertheless ,
we would still have been free to conduct the small Hardtack II series . We got compara- '
tively little from our small test series ; they got a great deal, and very big weapons ,
out of theirs . "

Dr . Bethe concludes that, "even from the purely military point of view, for ou r
purely military strength compared with Russia's, we would gain by a test cessation agree-
ment ." Furthermore, "the political gain would be enormous . "

Earlier in the article he points out that "the Russians have by now accepted th e
major principle on which the United States has insisted ; namely, that there should be a
control system for the test cessation agreement ." To actually consummate an agreemen t
would mean that for the first time Russia would "permit foreign international inspector s
to go on their soil, to have the right to check up on their activities ." This is a far
more difficult thing for the Russians to do than it is for the West .

Senator Dodd and Dr . Bethe have different starting points . Whereas the former
assumes that the Russians cannot be trusted, Dr . Bethe writes : "Faving participated i n
the negotiations with the Russian scientists at Geneva on three occasions, I believe tha t
they are sincere in wanting the test cessation agreement and do not intend to cheat on it . "

SELF-FULFILLING is a term familiar to Social Scientists . In brief, it indicates a com-
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mon human phenomenon, that what we believe about others influences ou r
behavior towards them, and this combination of beliefs and behavior s

tends to elicit the kind of res ponses in others which confirm our initial beliefs .

The points of view of Senator Dodd and of Dr . Bethe might be evaluated in terms of
the possibility of the self-fulfillment of basic expectations about human beings .

THE PSYCHOLOGY

	

is the title of #5 in an AFSC series of papers, "Background on Disarma-
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ment ." Dr . Frank, professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins Universit y
School of Medicine, sees a parallel between the action of mental pa*

tients and the behavior of nations .

"There are certain striking parallels between the behavior of nations today an d

that of mental patients . Though the extent to which such parallels are valid i s
always open to question, our present peril is the consequence of human attitude s

and can be changed only by a change in human attitudes . . .The basic problem o f

nations as well as of psychiatrists dealing with individuals is to bring about th e
kind of behavior which is adapted to the real circumstances which people must dea l

with . Many patients come to a psychiatrist when they are faced with disaster be-

cause their habitual ways of coping with personal problems have failed . At present
the inappropriateness of reliance by major powers on ever more powerful weapons o f

mass destruction has become very evident, since any use of the weapons would resul t
in general destruction which would defeat the purpose for which the weapons wer e

created . . ."
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